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Abstract (3-6), the first web portal for next generation sequencing (NGS) analysis of IG and TR, provides the identification of the variable (V), diversity (D) and joining (J) genes and alleles, analysis of the V-(D)-J junction and characterization of the IMGT clonotype (AA) for amino acids.

1- V-Domain combinatorial diversity

Somatic mutations in B cells of lymph nodes and spleen. Enzyme: AICDA (activation induced cytidine deaminase).

2- V-Domain junctional diversity

2- V-Domain junctional diversity

At the codon level, the consequence of the nucleotide transition (i) and transversion (e, v)

3- V-Domain mutational diversity

Enzymes: exonuclease (deletion of nucleotides (nt)).

TdT (addition of nt) → N-REGION (N1, N2).

Standardized description

2 types of nucleotide mutations can be distinguished: transition (i) and transversion (e, v)

At the codon level, the consequence of the nucleotide mutation can be:

Silence (i): no AA change

Replacement (v): AA change

Expected R (AA change) and S (no AA change):

Nucleotide mutation types

Replacement (R) and Silence (S) occurrences

R and S analysis results

Results for CDR-IMGT

Results for FR-IMGT

Conclusion

IMGT/StatMutation answers the need for somatic mutations statistical analysis from IMGT/HighV-Quest output of high throughput IG repertoire. It provides a standardized study of mutations and AA changes which are of prime importance for the specificity and affinity of antibodies during protective (vaccination, cancers and infections) or pathogenic (autoimmunity and lymphoproliferative disorders) immune responses.
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